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drug tests whether or not their original charge involved
drugs, or to maintain full-time employment while also
adhering to curfews and actively shunning people (incuding relatives, friends and so forth) with criminal
reconds. Probation, which operates on the assumption
that the states aim of punishment can be accomplished
outside jail or prison, increasingly becomes a pathway to
incarceration as the list of requirements placed on pro-

days of good conduet credits pushing an alreaty long release date back further. On top

of that, I get re-booked for the samecharges
at the istrict Court...and had to take a plea
deal which added six more months to my
sentence. You might ask what I'm doing car-

e nstplacebut

seeineon n

ing from inmate-on-inmate knife fchts.I

bationers becomes less and less workable:

usually nced to keep access to some sort of

weapon if confrontation comesmyway...
Adrain Outten,ContestingCareralLogie

Reforms Have Been Making It Worse

-Richard Sean Gross, Contesting CarceralLogic

Careral Con (Whitlock & Heitzig, editors), delin-

sist young peopleprimarily low-income youth and
Black,Indigenous and youth of color-to resistand ad-

Writing in their introduction that civil rightsadvocates

consensus.

that's a word deceptive as quicksand. The bipartisan oonsensus intentionally sidesteps the

tention. Even though being in the United
States without the required authorization
is considered a civìl, not a criminal, infrac-

o

esion8n omnignon

aggresivepolicing

rimmigration"

has

been an expansive bipartisan project.
Efforts to divert the accused into drug courts and
community supervision "increasingly entangle defendants with burdensome epectations and escalating

schedules of nes and fees that increase the ikelihood

ofeventualdetention.DiversionaryPg

ample, may require participants to pay for and undergo

limited or con scated for rule infractions, or for no rea-

son at all. Prison art is also used as currency and can

monitor the art for gang symbols.

tes, One of thechallengesof writing
hieL
atedartistsarenotinpossession ofthei rt
in prison is sent to relatives, traded with fellow prisoners, sold or 'gifted' to prison staff, donated to nonproht
organizations and sometimes made for private clients.
Unlike artists who work outside prisons, who are able
to document their creations, incarcerated artists often

for Liberation Network &c Critical Resistance Editorial

Hrtite areallexcellent.,andratherthan diminish

Collective, the book invites educators to understand and

the work of some by praising a few (for lack of space),
Iwould rather direct the reader to the website accompanying the exhibit, markingtimeart.com.
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trialcomplexnd feedom

abolition as a way to create trust in teaching

do and be in right relation with others at all times;
there is an alignment between what they espouse and
what they actually model." The book assists cducators

matter ofexplosive growth in immigrant de-

access to materials or space. Paper and pens are routinely

are unable to photograph or make copies of their work
There are people I interviewed who described their work
and practices to me but had nothing to show."
and
The beauty of this book 1S tha a

relationships, while giving the children they teach real
tools to survive in a society pressing them toward incarceration: "Abolitionist educators struggle to live, work,

ization' litter bipartisan talking points. But

hibit of prisoners' art curated by Nicole R. Fleetwood,

showcases"the visual culture of mass incarceration" and
argucs tor its place in the canon of American art. Prison
art is produced under duress, with artists having limited

school-to -prison pipeline.This toolkit is by
and tor those committed to starving the prison indusems of

practice

For example, promises to end overcriminal-

in the Age of Mass

ing abstract aesthetics and landscapes because wardens

Lessons in Liberation, a handbook for educators, is a

have joined with conservative groups under the banner
of prison reform, the authors dub those strange bedfellows, their agendas and policy templates "the bipartisan

Time: Art

be taken from or traded away by the artists. It can be
burdened by peculiar aesthetic rules, for instance favor-

mixed bag of academicessays,advocacy writings, art
and classroom instruction assembled for adults to as-

cates how incarceration has expanded hand-in-hand
with reforms touted to reduce prison populations.

Marking

tK s they seek

Building Better Communities

e nevermetany

Bnally,

Inearceration,whichaccompaniedthe MoMA/bsi ex-

of thousands of people are subject to excessive fees and
surveillancebecause they were too poor to pay the initial
nes and court fees."Nonpro ts involved in prison work

emieeions from iatl and prison authorities to interact
with people on the inside.

"If there are 'career criminals' weighing the
odds and making clever choices, then they

areprobablygeti
ofthem in prison.

"Hundreds

Truth-telling on the Inside

in validating the experiences of students and teaching
self-care and self-advocacy. "Abolitionist educators distinguish accountability from punishment, leveraging
transformative justice and other forms of community
accountability to strengthen safety, repair relationships
and adjudicate harm." With its focus on young people and on changing and building systems, the toolkit
has moments of fun and optimism; acknowledgements

of

for spiritualrene
or andcaring
Spectives.It isdynamic,lively,sad,thoughtful,and

ers an

incompletethe start of a good conversation.

h it

Iparticularly
loved
Flectwood's
chapteronprison

photographs, the ones inmates are allowed to take on

special occasions, in prison "studios" with their loved
ones. Posing for such photographs may be the only time

prisonersare allowed to nug isto

P

et P

reclaimna sense of self and belonging
in the outside world. One photograph, which was re-

turned to a family member of Fleetwood after years of
absence,had been in thepossession of an old-timer for
many years. "He wasn't farmiliar with anyone in it or
where it had been taken. He...liked it because it was a

photo of beautifulwomen with children. It reminded
him ofhome.",

Glynis Hart is a writer, journalist and editor wbo bas

t andeditorialwrit-

ing. Sheirberomathy esponsibie forshanting the massmedia

to theteft: Sbe lives in New Hampsbire.
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An Anatomy of the World
Shawn Miller
Infamed: Deep Medicine and the Anatomy of

Sickness and premature death are the inevitable result.

Injustic
by Rupa Marva and Rai Patel
496pp. Holtzbrinck

Publishing Group 2021
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In amed is a timely book about the perennial injustice

of California, SanFrancisco. The reader will learn a gr
deal about biological systems and the wretched history

of colonialisn and its devastating impacts on human

of colonial crimes. The reader will also encounter some
nice one-liners, like

health. Industrialized societies are beset by diseases of
in ammation, such as Covid, which disproportionately
af ict marginalized communities. The solution is deep
medicine, which demands nothing less than the abo-

"California strawberrTy

elds are a

part of a global assembly line of high technology, land
theft, and human disposability."
In amed struggles somewhat to clearly articulate its
vision of deep medicine. We read that deep medicine
starts with the "act of repairing those relationships that
have been damaged through systems of domination."

Lition of colonial cosmology. The book does not lack in
ambition.
Written by physician Rupa Marya and political
economist Raj Patel, In amed is a "subversive political

Deep medicine is holistic and operates at the level of

anatomical survey" of eight bodily systems: the immune

the system rather than the individual. It requires the abolition of patriarchy, including the gender categories it
hascreated. Deep medicine, indeed, will require the abolition of the colonial hospital itself:" And, since Marya

system, circulatory system, digestive system, connective
tissue, endocrine system, and nervous system. They assert that the "in ammatory diseases we are seeing today
are not the cause of the body's dysfunctional reactions.
body's correct responses to a pathologi-

he aboliionofall
modern
hospitals.
ns nean
The concent of abolition is also left a bit underspeci-

1C

C
orld-Theauthors
ditions thebodiesof Black
ocial
people in the United States to develop gastric cancer.
They also show how the "amount of melanin in your
skin is inversely proportional to the likelihood that

fed. We are told that it is one of deep medicine's central
prescriptions and that it "isn't a negative rejection but a
Distance by Nereida Garcia Ferraz. Ink on paper 2021

you will leave a US hospital alive after suffering car-

doctors "have

diac : arrest."

view that emphasizes individual health, disconnecting

The books

argument is

straightforward

and per-

suasive. The world makes us sick. This world-ful to
bursting with racist law enforcement, poverty, hunger,
discrimination, displacement, and exposure to toxinsthis world is the way it is because of colonialism.
Therefore, to get well, we must change the world, that
is, embrace Lndigenous cosmologies that replace a worl-

dview of domination, cxploitation, and pro t with one
characterized by reciprocity, care for the land, for water,
and for living beings.
Modern medicine itself is rife with injustice. Most

unwitingly

inherited a colonial world-

illness from its social and historical contexts and obscuring our place in the web of life that makes us who
we are." The authors use the concept of the exposome
to illustrate our embeddedness in the world. The exposome is everything

that a person is exposed to during

the course of a lifetime and "encompasses chemical, social, psychological, ecological, historical, political, and
biological elements and determines whether aging cells

will becomedrivers of chronic systemic in ammation."
The exposomes of the poor and the oppressed are often
characterizable in terms of chronic stress and toxicity.

positive embrace of a better way of doing things." We
read that "abolition means holding life precious" and
that transcending colonialism will involve a collective
journey to new forms ofexchangeand relations." That's

ne, if a bit gauzy

But In amed is not meant as a how-to book of per-

sonal improvement or political enlightenment. It is a
call to action, and a call, speci cally, to empathize with
the sick, who have been made so by forces outside of
their control. It demands, at minimum, that we hear the
stories of the oppressed, that we believe them, and take
their pain and suffering seriously. That is the only path

to healing.
Shawn Miller is apbilosophylecturer at the University of
California, Davis. Helives in Oakland.
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